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Introduction
Piet is a fungeoid programming language designed by David Morgan-Mar specifically to solve the real-world
problems of Enterprise Software Development. Piet programs are represented by a patented and revolutionary
arrangement of codels. The resulting programs sometimes look like abstract art.

Piet encourages full immersion in the Piet environment. Here is a 3D virtual IDE for Piet development.

Piet programs have two dimensions, unlike the linear, sequential programs of languages designed in the last
century. Piet programs are thus optimized for managing cross-cutting concerns in an intuitive and obvious
manner, with feature requirements coded on one axis and common concerns on the other.

Piet programs are optimized for working with multiple large, high resolution retina displays. Why use
languages that would be at home on punch cards or IBM Selectric terminals? Take full advantage of the
hardware you bought for WoW.

Piet programs are unreadable to the armies of low-paid interns and cheap, overseas programmers. Your
transition to Piet practically guarantees you a job for life at any salary you care to name. This book will teach
you all you need to know to successfully propose a project porting your existing codebase to Piet, ensuring
your employment for decades to come.
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The Piet language unifies programming with architecture. Shown here is the optional Rietveld-Schroder business modelling
tool in action.
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